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SAFE-LIFE™ ANTIMICROBIAL 
Cleaning Brushes  

Tanis is introducing Safe-Life® Antimicrobial Cleaning Brushes, 

a new line of sanitation tools designed to go beyond clean to 

help create safer and healthier environments.  These brushes 

are manufactured with antimicrobial filaments that keep the 

harbingers of infection such as mold, yeast and bacteria 

from living and growing on the brush.  Lab studies show after 

exposure to certain bacteria, the filament inhibits growth by 

nearly 100%. 

FEATURES AND BENEFITS 

 - prevents the growth of bacteria 

 - excellent cost of ownership return 

 - customizing and kitting available  



SAFE-LIFE™ ANTIMICROBRIAL CLEANING BRUSHES 

Known for our vast selection of stock and standard brush products, resourceful custom-

design capabilities and exceptional customer service, Tanis Brush is an industry leader 

in brush manufacturing. Since 1987, our team of dedicated employees has remained 

committed to total customer satisfaction and fostering a culture of quality and continu-

ous improvement. 
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Antimicrobial filament prevents bacterial 
growth. 

FDA approved poly handles are 
ergonomic and will not crack.
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OTHER CLEANING 
PRODUCTS 
GOBLET BRUSHES

SCRUB BRUSHES

TANK BRUSHES

BROOMS

TRUCK AND WINDOW 
BRUSHES

VALVE BRUSHES

Our custom brush team will design 
a brush for you using antimicrobial 

filament. 

We offer a variety of brushes for all 
cleaning jobs, large and small.

HANDY BRUSH

The Utility Hand Brush, with wide brush head, is designed to apply 

solution and cover large spaces quickly.  The bristle is durable and long 

lasting.  Great for cleaning large countertops, display shelving, walls, 

doors and sinks. Handles come in various lengths.

The KeepKlean Brush is constructed with stiff rows of filament made for 

stubborn, hard-to-remove spots.  Use it in combination with the Utility 

Hand Brush for a thorough clean.  Handles come in various lengths.

The Handy Brush, a small, pocket-size brush, is great for cleaning hard to 

reach areas.  Use it for aluminum window and door channels, grout lines 

and crevices in kitchen equipment.  Handles come in various lengths.


